Dear Friend in Christ:

Preaching, Teaching and Reaching people with the Truth of Jesus Christ was so apparent in the early church. Often they are called the New Testament Church. And so they were, yet they had not the New Testament as we are so privileged to have today. Oh, but they had mighty miracles before their very eyes. Yes, and in the midst of those miracles erupted persecution, great suffering, sacrifice and even death as a price to preach and teach Jesus to a hostile world. Indeed through the centuries there has been a cost for each generation. Time, tears and blood is often required but the eternal reward far exceeds our willingness to give. You have the resources and the field is white. The Voice in the Wilderness stands ready to connect the dots from Jerusalem, to Judaea, to Samaria and to the uttermost for the local church. The Pastor and congregation has been blessed and, having prayed, now with vision and burden simply need a connection. From Jerusalem unto the regions beyond, The Voice in the Wilderness assists the local church in this connection for a new church plant. Just as an automobile, train, ship or plane may be used to connect from one point to another, The Voice in the Wilderness is a connection from one assembly of believers to that place God has called them to. The great missionary the Apostle Paul used the Roman Road to connect from one point to another. In like manner, the Lord has raised up The Voice in the Wilderness not as a mission board, not a denominational entity, but simply a connection to be used as a tool of missions. Thank you for allowing The Voice in the Wilderness to help in making that path straight for you, in obedience to His call.

For Christ and Souls,

Ronnie L. Williamson
ISA. 40:31

MINISTRIES OF THE VOICE IN THE WILDERNESS

Preaching, Missions Training, Aquila/Priscilla Ministry,
The Voice in the Wilderness Publication,
CrossVue School of Missions

For more information:
Write: PO Box 7037 • Asheville, NC 28802
Call: 828-649-1043
Web: www.thevoiceinthewilderness.org

FACTS ABOUT THE VOICE IN THE WILDERNESS

The Voice in the Wilderness is dedicated to the spreading of the whole Gospel to the world, especially in foreign lands. Founded by medical missionary Dr. J. Royce Thomason, The Voice in the Wilderness has contended for Fundamental Christianity and American Freedom for over 60 years.

The Voice in the Wilderness publication is a fundamental magazine, published each month in behalf of the work of the Lord and preservation of the liberties of our United States. Evangelist Ronnie Williamson, for over 30 years, has preached The Word of God and since 1996 used The Voice in the Wilderness publication as a powerful tool contending for the faith once delivered unto the saints.

Because we are fundamental and Bible believing, we use only the King James Bible for English speaking peoples,

Our desire is to help the local church in revivals, evangelism, and missions conferences as an extension of the pastor’s pulpit ministry.

The Voice in the Wilderness believes that His commission will be complete through the New Testament church, whether in the United States or abroad.

APM is a local church ministry dedicated to assisting the pastor in equipping workers for service.

CrossVue School of Missions was established to assist those already on the mission field as well as those who have a desire to go.

This is a “by faith” mission, daily trusting God to burden hearts to support financially so that this gospel work around the world can continue.

Our work is world-wide. We are engaged evangelistically in many different countries such as India and Venezuela.
Reaching from Jerusalem, Judaea, Samaria and to the Uttermost. The Voice in the Wilderness endeavors to challenge the local church and pastor in praying for God’s leadership and burden for a lost and dying world. From that vision, The Voice in the Wilderness assists the local church in reaching their Jerusalem to a need where God is doing a work. The local church has the resources and personnel but simply may not have made the connection to the field that is white unto harvest.

Preaching the Word of God from pulpits and the printed page. The Voice in the Wilderness is a compliment to the local church pulpit assisting the pastor in raising the standard and banner of faith against the continued attacks of liberal and modernistic trends.

Teaching the Word of God while developing trained and faithful servants in the local church. Intensive training accelerates the equipping process for Sunday school teachers, children’s workers and lay leaders within the local church.

Ronnie Williamson & wife, Terry Evangelist and Director

Steve Lilly & wife, Rebekah Staff Missionaries - APM

The Voice in the Wilderness
The Williamsons & Lillys travel as Missionaries to the World representing the gospel work among many mission fields. While on the field, pastors and lay people are trained and assistance is given to that local work.

The Mission Field
Many missionaries (especially indigenous pastors) do not have the resources needed to grow a work for the Lord. Examples: Bibles, tracts, study material, automobiles, church equipment, family needs, etc.

Who can I help! How can I help?
Often times, God burdens our hearts for a specific field. He gives us the resources to help, but we know not the specific needs, projects, or people to assist.

Develop a new Testament Plan for reaching the world. Join with The Voice in the Wilderness and make the connection as partners and Missionaries to the World!